NFC & Orange cells:
available on new season!
We are glad to inform that complementing our product line – we are
able to supply organic and conventional
NFC orange juice, ratio 08/10 and 10/12,
aseptically packed, transported in
refrigerated containers (+1°C) and also
organic and conventional frozen orange
cells.
Do not hesitate in contacting our sales
team which will be glad to respond to your
requests accordingly.

Brazilian red grape crop
concluded in 2011

Brazilian red grape crop was
concluded at the end of March/ 2011
and processed volumes as well as
product quality were very good,
achieving processor’s expectations.
This way, we have red grape juice
concentrate supply available during the
year and considering that the harvest is
during the beginning of each year, we
recommend our customers inform us
their needs in order to schedule
deliveries.

Pink guava: considering that Brazil
is entering the winter season, there is a
natural fall in availability of this fresh fruit;
keep in mind we will be shipping on
regular basis during this time when
contracting your needs in advance.
Let us know your needs!
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Pineapple: keep an eye on it

Brazilian pineapple Perola
season in North region of Brazil has
been active since April with better
characteristics than last year;
weather was appropriate and fruit
has good quality, what does not
mean abundance or cheap fruit, on
the contrary, demand is high and
there is competition between the
industry and fresh market who both
receive new customers each time,
a result of a government politics to
empower people of low income to
start consuming new products.

Events
Fispal Tecnologia
Atlântica Foods participates
in another edition of FISPAL
TECNOLOGIA fair, between
07th, and 10th June. We
invite everyone to visit our
booth on the aisle E, booth
203 at Anhembi pavilion, in
São Paulo. It will be a
pleasure to receive you!
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In Thailand, season is monitored
with attention because, after a wet
winter which results in an overfertilized land and an excessive
quantity of nitrates into the fruit, also
as per Juice Market of May, “the hot
weather is causing concern over
both high ratios and lower juice
yields”, considering that
dry
weather means a high sugar content
while noting that Europe wants lower
ratios.
Other sources like Costa Rica,
Philippines, Indonesia and South
Africa are, if not sold out, very short.

Interpack: Special
packaging
Confirming our commitment to pursue
innovations and solutions for our
customers, Atlântica Foods visited this
month of May the Interpack in Germany.
Our goal was to examine new
technologies in packaging machinery
and implement new business
relationships in order to import.
We remind our customers that sales of
aseptic bags of Aran, drums of Rheem
and degassing valves for coffee are in
full swing.
Expect news soon.
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